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1. Background 
The characters U+5152 兒 (traditional form) and U+513F 儿 (simplified form), read ér in 
Mandarin Chinese, mean “son” as a noun.  However this character is also used a non-syllabic noun suffix representing the linguistic phenomenon known as erhua < https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erhua>, whereby some words are given an r-coloured pronunciation in some forms of Chinese, notably the Beijing dialect of Mandarin Chinese.  For example, the 
word “flower” 花 huā is pronounced as huār (pinyin romanization) and written 花儿 
(simplified) or 花兒 (traditional). 
In some PRC dictionaries and linguistic publications since the 1980s, the non-syllabic erhua 
usage of this character has been indicated by writing the character 儿 in a smaller size than 
when it occurs as the normal character 儿 (see Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1: Entry for Erhua in Xiàndài Hànyǔ Cídiǎn 现代汉语词典 (6th ed. 2012) p. 343 

 
花儿 is read huār, not huā’ér (which would be written 花儿) 
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The practice of distinguishing erhua with a small-sized 儿 apparently originated with the 
Xiàndài Hànyǔ Cídiǎn 现代汉语词典 [Contemporary Chinese Dictionary] published in 
Beijing by the Commercial Press since 1978.  See Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 where the dictionary 
entry for huā 花 “flower” shows huār 花儿 and huā’ér 花儿 used constrastively. 
Although this usage has not become widespread, and is generally limited to academic discussion of Chinese linguistics (see Fig. 5), there is still a demand from people working in linguistics to be able to represent this small erhua character in plain text.  This usage may 
also be found in works typeset using traditional Chinese characters, where a small 兒 is 
used to indicate the non-syllabic erhua suffix (see Fig. 6). 
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2. Proposal 
There is a need to be able to preserve the small ér character in plain text, and to distinguish between ordinary ér and small ér in text processing.  However, we do not think that it is appropriate or helpful to end-users to encode separate small versions of these two characters. 
The Ideographic Variation Database allows for the registration of stylistic variants of CJK 
unified ideographs.  However, the small characters 兒 and 儿 are not stylistic variants, but 
carry a specific semantic.  The situation is somewhat analagous to the case with CJK compatibility ideographs, which are mapped to standardized variation sequences (using VS1, VS2 and VS3) rather than mapped to ideographic variation sequences (using VS17 etc.).  We therefore propose defining two standardized variation sequences each for 513F and 5152, using VS1 to represent the full-sized characters shown in the code charts, and using VS2 to represent the small-sized characters. 
 

Table 1:  Proposed Variation Sequences 
Base Character Variation Selector Glyph Description 

513F FE00 (VS1) 儿 Full-sized simplified Er 

513F FE01 (VS2)  Small-sized simplified Er 

5152 FE00 (VS1) 兒 Full-sized traditional Er 

5152 FE01 (VS2)  Small-sized traditional Er 
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3. Figures 
Fig. 2: Xiàndài Hànyǔ Cídiǎn 现代汉语词典 [Contemporary Chinese Dictionary] (2nd 

ed. 1983) p. 478 

 
Entry for huā 花 “flower” showing huār 花儿 with small ér 儿 

 
Fig. 3: Xiàndài Hànyǔ Cídiǎn 现代汉语词典 [Contemporary Chinese Dictionary] (2nd 

ed. 1983) p. 479 

 
Entry for the word huā’ér 花儿 (a type of folk song) with full-sized ér 
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Fig. 4: Sū Xīnchūn 苏新春, 《〈现代汉语词典〉中的“儿”尾词该如何处理？》 [How 
should the Er-suffix in Xiandai Hanyu Cidian be treated?]; Yǔwén Jiànshè 语文建设 

2000.12: 20 

 
Discussion of Small 儿, with small 儿 marked in red, and full-sized 儿 marked in blue 
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Fig. 5: Yīng Yǔtián 应雨田, 《湖南安乡方言的儿化》 [Erhua in Hunan Anxiang dialect]; 
Fāngyán 方言 1990: 52 

 
Full-sized 儿 [ér] marked in blue; small 儿 [-r] marked in red 
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Fig. 6: Zhào Yuánrèn 趙元任, Xiàndài Wúyǔ de Yánjiū 現代吴語的研究 (Beijing: 
Shangwu yinshuguan, 2011) p. 222 

 
Traditional form small 兒 marking erhua [-r] 

 
 
 




